
NAHANCO

MANNEQUINS AND DISPLAY FORMS
National Hanger Company (NAHANCO) offers a wide selection of mannequins and display forms,
including value torso forms, jersey dress forms, unbreakable body forms and pinnable form sets. Every
retail environment has its own style, that’s why NAHANCO provides a variety of mannequins and display
forms to suit your style. Different colors, different poses, different body parts to accentuate your latest
fashions including clothing, footwear and accessories. Fashion heads, hand and leg forms, whatever you
need in display forms, we have. We keep our prices low and our value high. Available in a variety of sizes,
our display and body forms are easy to assemble and in stock for shipping. We have made our jersey
body forms easy to assemble with the correct neck blocks and bases so you can order your form
correctly, no second guessing. Available in cream, black, grey or white. Our pinnable forms are multi-
functional, stylish and budget friendly and they come in a complete set. The unbreakable body forms are
meant to lower the retailer’s cost by reducing damage to the form. Light-weight and easy to dress, perfect
for moving around your store and changing your retail displays. Have you met Eric and Erica? Donna and
Darrell? Mannequins that are priced right. We call them the “Silent Sellers”. They speak volumes for
showcasing the latest in retail fashions. Not sure which style is right for your retail store? Contact a
customer service representative and let NAHANCO be your Retail Supply Source.
See more information at www.nahanco.com

ADDRESS:NATIONAL HANGER COMPANYP.O. BOX 818, 276 WATER STREETNORTH
BENNINGTON, VT 05257
CALL:
802-447-1541
1-800-HANGERS
1-800-(426-4377)
WEBSITE:
WWW.NAHANCO.COM
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